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I, Donald H. Broder report to the RCMP the conspiracy to defraud me by Elizabeth MacInnis of 
Weir Bowen, Bryan Kickham of Miller Thomson, Joseph Kueber of Bryan and Company, Marvin 
Bloos of Beresh Depoe Cunningham, Guy Lacourciere of Lacourciere Associates, The Alberta 
Justice Department Justices; Carole Conrad, Peter Costigan, Ronald Berger and C. P. Clarke as 
stated; 
 
On March 15, 2001 the Pleadings were closed by way of Court Order within action 9703-12949 
before they applied for probate, the action was vexatious, frivolous, and abuse of court process, 
lacked standing without Personal Representatives appointed and named as Plaintiff’s for which 
was completely orchestrated by all named perpetrators as stated; 

1) The application for Probate was filed in April 2001, granted on May 24, 2001 by relying 
on a false Affidavit of Service sworn by Joan C. Hill legal secretary to Elizabeth 
MacInnis of Weir Bowen.  

2) Justice C. P. Clarke substituted the Personal Representatives as Plaintiff’s outside the  
allowed timelines within The Alberta Statute of Limitation Act. 

3) Bryan Kickham Amended my Statement of Defence on January 9, 2004 backdated the 
fiat to January 9, 2003 and reproduced the Judges second signature for the sole purpose to 
conceal from the Trial Judge the issue of standing / lack of Personal Representatives had 
been raised within in my Original Statement of Defence filed July 28, 1997.  

4) Elizabeth MacInnis committed purgery by responding to a question fromthe trial Judge 
that the first time lack of Personal Representatives was raised was early 2001.. 

5) Bryan Kickham called on Joseph Kueber to testify at trial colluding to orchestrate his 
testimony to two irrelevant correspondences concealing the two relevant correspondences 
that also raised the issue of standing / lack of Personal Representatives. 

6) Guy Lacourciere quit acting on my behalf in October of 2003 then while I was being held 
in the Edmonton Remand Center from April 26 - May 6, 2004 and without my consent 
extorted from my wife Joyce Broder excess of $235,000 from my Toronto Dominion 
Bank account in Olds, Alberta and provided it to Elizabeth MacInnis. 

7) The Appeal Court Justices; Carole Conrad, Peter Costigan and Ronald Berger were made 
aware within the Alberta Court of Appeal Books that Elizabeth MacInnis had committed 
purgery and had wilfully acted in collusion with my own Lawyer Bryan Kickham to 
conceal the issues raised within The Original Statement of Defence in a conspiracy to 
frame, orchestrate the outcome of  Court of Queen’s Bench 9703-12949 and breach my 
Constitutional Rights. 

8) Marvin Bloos wilfully participated by allowing me to be held in custody and not 
revealing that the contempt of court charge had been orchestrated against me and then 
also orchestrated my Application for Leave to The Supreme Court of Canada to ensure it 
was dismissed. 

 
I have provided all the evidence necessary for criminal charges to be filed with the Crown to hold 
all involved accountable for their wilful criminal acts. All investigative evidence has been 
provided to the Olds RCMP Detachment, attention Commanding Officer and also referenced at;   
                         Buck For Justice website:     www.broderbuck.com 
 
Signature      _______________________           Date ______________ 
 
                        -    Donald H. Broder   -     Ph. 403-932-9992        



   
 
 


